HANDLE EXTENSION KIT (#4012561)

Kit Components
- Middle handle section (1)
- Engine Brake cable w/ cover (1)
- Throttle cable (1 – Honda Engine only)
- Knob Assembly (2)
- Cable tie straps (2)

Installation Steps & Notes

**Step 1** - Remove the engine stop lever from the upper handle – by pulling one side out of the mounting hole. Also remove the inner cable end.

**Step 2** - Remove the engine stop cable adjuster from the upper handle (throttle also on Honda)

**Step 3** - Remove the inner end of the engine stop cable from the engine brake lever.

**Step 4** - Remove the outer cable from the bracket – by using pliers to compress the locking tabs while pulling.

**Step 5** - Install the kit’s (longer) cable end by inserting the end onto the engine brake lever, then inserting the outer cable into the bracket. Install the additional handle section, secure with knobs, then re-install the engine stop cable adjuster and lever.

WHEEL TRANSPORT KIT (#4041500)

Installation Steps & Notes

**Step 1** - With the frame positioned behind the unit as shown above, insert the mounting post into the right side handle hole first, followed by the spring-loaded post in the left side.

**Step 2** - Once the frame is installed, place your right foot behind the wheel, pull up slightly on the top handle. This will raise the back of the deck off the ground. At the same time, pull the top handle back keeping the rear part of the deck only a couple inches off the ground.

**Step 3** - Continue this movement until the rear part of the deck is resting on the wheel kit base. Tilting the top handle down will raise the front of the hover mower and allow you to transport it.